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Abstract

,An analytical method is proposed in this work for vartificial earrh sateilite during its orbitir motion passes over a regiThe m.ethod is based on undisturbed Keppier,, opproxi*itti
approximation of the region by a circular sigment s.'Ii order tocondition, a conic surface is used with apex in the earth centre,
s.egment, The tangents of the conical sirfuce with Keppler,s p
intervals in which the satertite trace on thi earth suryaci-occurs
tmnsfonnation of thetse tangents in the plane of Keppler,s orbit
their crossing points with Keppler,s ellipse lies in tttz basis of the

rneasurements, it is important when the satellite pz
territory where the ground-based station is located.
meteorological character are solved on the basis of sate_l
is significant when the r;atellite is going to pass over a de
meteorological structure: (cyclone centre, fiont). The so
problems, connected with the study of the earth su
connected with the deitennination of the ternporal i
specific region. This is necessary in some of the ca
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of the conducted experiments, and fiom econonr int of view.

pianning. In other cases, the analysis is needed to
receiving satellite infbrrnation. In both cases this is

The problern for deterrnining a satellite
geographic region has a standard soiution. It is obtr
i1i1a1ion rnodelling by selecting a proper geomet
which determines the situational 

-.ondition. 
Tl

solution of the artificiai earth satellite motion equ
analysis, as concerns the model of the region, alio
the sateliite passes over the region as well as the
borders.

For the equation of the artificial earth
equatorial co-ordinate system (GeCS) we have;
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, where r is the

satellite radius-vector; m - its mass and t_ the tirne. specific lbrrn of (1)

) can be
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d r(to
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orbi
of(

reflects the acceptod motion model. The solution of
the basis of analytical or numerical rnethods t1
discretization of the solution of (1) is obtained:

(2) ;, ;, lr,, ..., ;^, ...

Usually (2) is obtained in GeCS or in
(OCS). It is necessary to transform the solution
ordinate system (GrCS) :

-) -+
(3) f("oxs)=c{,oc.r(cxs)

In (3) C[6,6 is the transfbrmation rnatrix [3].
Problerns exist in which region V is restricte

contour (for exarnple, a state border). There are know
il_d l_".r:l"e the problern for crossing its borders by
[4]. Within the terms of different pro-blems, rhe appr
by a circular spherir;al segment of ttre earth surface i
and substantiated both physically and of geornetric
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application of such a sirnplifying situational
of the solution of the artificial earth satellite
considerable cornputation time.

The verification of the situational condition is
trne At and even within one satellite circle it is con

condition the discretization
motion ron requires also

by a step in the
with a rnultiple
connected with
ts an analytical
le period of the

the earth surf'ace
gment can be

ius Re and the
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This rneans tbat
its of the conic

ments t, unA l,

For distance 6

repetition of the respective computation procedure.
considerable cornputational expenses. This paper su
rnethod to apply the verification proced.rr. on." fb. o
satellite circle.

2, Formulation of the problem.

h surface ar; a
by a straight

circular cone with ang.te ry between the axis and the t and its apex is

We shall examine the considered region of t
spherical segment S (llig, 1). It is cut out of the earth

in the earth centre. Tho crossing poi't of the cone axi-s w
has Greenwich co-orrdinates (1,, @). Therefore, the
described by the fbllowing parameters _ angle y, earth

Greenwich co-ordinates l, and @, i.e. 5 (y,Rgt,l,,
with the earth surface, the cone tangents with the plane o

and t,, the Keppler's plane a'd the conic surface intercro
part of the Keppler's ellipsis is also restricted within the
surface and that it is located over segment S.

We shall discuss an approach, allowing to obtain

when the sateliite crosses the cone
the Keppler's orbit.

its two sides at mornents t, and t,. (Fig. 2). Between t two moments t,

-+ -+
generants 'c, and r,2 ich tangent with

on the time axis
S (Fig. 3). Ifthe two intervals intercross, then the condition fbr ing over tlLe

The relation between the intervals (t,,t,) and (t,,t
shows whether the artif icial earth satellite passes over sep

examined segment is f'utrilled.

3. Construction of an algorithm.
Let's assume that segment S fbrms a tangent with

fiorn the centre of S to K we can write down [5]:
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or

-)
tn ---7 ---7(4) _;R.-x )=6=sinV.R@

Inl

(4',)

J

where no is

rniddle and

)-+
no'Rc = sin Y.Bg

the null vector of K, {, -is the radi ector of the segment

Rn =l {" l- the Earth radius. The radi r of the spherical

segment centre {" .un be presented in the followin

In (5) roo ris the Earth angular rotation velocity
selected epoch (for exarnple, the mornent when

to is appropriately
ificial earrh satoilite
(4') we'll obtain:

Q=oo(t -to).

passes through the orbit perigee). If we substitute (5)
(6) Acos<p+Bsin{p*C=0,

where
[=rrx .sin@, B,=ny .sin@, C= sinV -nr.cos@

By solving (6) we determine {" ut the tangenting t, and t, as well
as the vory moments. Thus, for the tangent vector we write down:

-+)++
(7) t=(R"xn )Xn
-+

Vector t is determined in (7) inGeCS . We make a

J-+
(8) a =o(oce.,[

(oKS) (GeKS)

In (8) the transforrniation matrix 6soo" has the follow
cr11= coscD, cosf) - sin o . cos i. cos0
c[12= cosoJ . sin f) + sinol . cos i . cosO
o[r:= sin at . sin i

form [3]:

tion orfl ,- in OCS J3
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ctzr= -sin ot . cosO - sino .cos i . sin f)
ctzz= -sin ro . sin f) + sino .cos i . cosf)
Ct'zr= COS' ' Sin i

Ctlt= sin O ' sin i
O[32= -cos ,2 ' sin i
Ct33= COS i'

-+

After determination of the tangent vector r in
its crossing points with Keppler's ellipse in OCS:

rg) (q+c.) _,_ I _,\-/ 2 ' 2/- 2r-t'n=k.€a a \t -el
In the second equation of system (9) k signifies the tan
OCS. The foiiowing rrelation exists between the orbita
and the eccentric anomaly E [1]:

we can determine

's coeffioienl. in
-ordinates ((,r'1)

(10) € =a(cosE -e )

r.l =a Jt irlnz
where a is the J.arge orbital semi-axis, e - is the ec On the other
side, on the basis of Keppler's equation we can write do

(11) t =to*(E -e . sin B )l?"
After we find ouLt the eccentric anomaly E in (10 substitute it in

the specified(11), we determine the moments when the satellite
tangents.

4. Estirnation of theMethod.
The explained method is analytical and it is by linal

formulae. It is reducecl to a single application of the
procedure within the limits of one satellite circle. A
orbital elements, the procedrue call be repeated for the
The exarnined method is based on a situational condition

model is reduced to the determination of tangents r', a
transfbrmation oi the trangents in OCS is equivalent to
the situational condition in the orbital plane [6].

Based on a progralnme complex for situational anai
solution of the problems in [6], it was necessary to
programmes for ensuring the treated situational proble

A structural apprroach is applied for the me algorithrnization.

tive calculation
rrectioll of the

interval of tirne.
hose geometrical

, in GoCS. The
ansfbrmation of

, developed for
two new sub-

This means that
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transformation of the situational conditions to Kep
by the presence oI common sub_problems. In our
thrs is the crr:ssing of a straight line with Keppler,s

The lbllowing cases are possible fbr one Ei
- with suf1lcient orbital inclination equation

leads to deterrnination of four turrn.n,
croi;sings of segment S with Keppler's plar

- with srnaller orbital inclination equation

- with srnall orbital inclination segment S dor
The correction of the orbital elements of eac

basis of the selected rnodel of disturbances allows
approaoh fbr situational analysis within long interv
the efl'ectiveness of the computation procedlrre, eve
tirne the computation expenses are much less than b
orbit, perforrned with a step. The rnethod is appli
Keppler's approxirnation in the terms of the ia
admissible with a view to the solved problern,
problerns in many cases this is executed.

The ofI'ered rnethod lbr determination of
region of the earth surface, represented by a circular
exarnples, given in [6], are connected with a
situational condition in the plane of Keppler,s orbi
exarnples, there aro others, which allow to d
conlputation proceclure, applicable within the terms
satellite circle. Such situational tasks, for examole.
satellite pass through the shadow of the Earth, th; M
rts natural satellite). Analogons explanation can be r
tasks fbr determination of a sateilite pass through
magnetopause and the neutral layer, which ur" 

"*""the design of experiments of the type of INTERBALL

the development of algorithms for situational lysis, based on the
s plane is facilitated
and for these in [6]

ation u.o.rnd its axis:
has four roots which
nnected with two

) has two solutions
which determine two tangentr, 

"or*rpo to one crossins of
segment S with K:
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